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The film - Presentation

Data sheet
Animated film by Daniela Scherer
United Kingdom, 2014, 10 min

Distributor : Royal College of Art / Jane
Colling
Address : Kensington Gore, Londres SW7
2EU, Angleterre
Phone : +44 (0)20 7590 4519
Email : jane.colling(at)rca.ac.uk
www.rca.ac.uk

Credits
Sound : Joe Tate
Score : Duncan Thum
Editing : Daniela Sherer

Prix en Festival
Grad Prix Winner - Best European Student film, Premiers Plans Film Festival, Angers, France 
Special Mention from Grand Jury, Education Film Festival, Évreux, France. 

Synopsis
At a party thrown by his mother, a little boy sees the frontier between childhood and adulthood getting
always blurrier. In this experimental short story, characters and symbols, all switchable, allow to examine
relations between adults and children, between escape and sexuality. 

La réalisatrice
Daniela Sherer is an illustrator and an independent animation director. She recently graduated from the
Royal College of Art and previously from USC in Los Angeles, animation department. 

Filmographie
Overnight Stay, 2009. 
The Shirley Temple, 2013. 
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Interview with the director (by ARTE Creative)

What was your approach to make this film ? The choice for this scenario ? 
This film is inspired by a short story from the New Yorker I heard in podcast, “The Point” by Charles
D'Ambrosio. The atmosphere in this story seemed so accurate to me, all those feelings tied to the begin-
ning of adolescence, the depression and the sex, everything sounded so right. In my film, I wanted to cap-
ture the same feeling of loosing childhood and innocence but also the one of despair and powerlessness
you feel when you grow up. Those emotions triggered by this story have allowed me to make this abstract
featured animation on the same issues. And because I was relentlessly tied to the feelings and the ideas of
this story, I felt the need to experiment on the form of the film. The result is a sort of abstract narrative in
which, I hope, the viewer can project his own thoughts and experiences. I hope the film sounds as right to
the viewers as the Ambrosio's short story revealed to myself. 

Can you explain the reference to Shirley Temple ? 
A « Shirley Temple » is a non-alcoholic cocktail which is often served to children during adult parties. I re-
member drinking a lot of it on those occasions. As far as my film is concerned, it is not only a part of the
plot – the child drinks this cocktail at his mother's party – but it is also a way of referring to what this cock-
tail stands for. This drink is halfway between the childish and regressive side (it is very sweet) and the adult
sophistication (you can order it in a bar). I found it was the perfect title for my film whose main subject was
this middle zone between childhood and adulthood. If you want to make a Shirley Temple you put grena-
dine into ginger ale and add a candied cherry. 

Your inspiration sources?
I am often inspired by words, I love reading, I feel that some good descriptions can captivate my imagina-
tion like nothing else. 
I am also always inspired by movement, I love observing people around me. Besides I think that with ani-
mation, dance is one of the most lively art, the most rhythmical. I think those are complementary inspira-
tions, words being more connected to the intellect, movement being more abstract and linked to your guts. 

Your next project?
My next independent film will be in collaboration with composer Duncan Thum who already worked for
The Shirley Temple. His new composition will be played for a big orchestra and I will make a film with this
score. I am very excited to have such a rich score. It will be a rather melancholic film. 
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Film analysis

A cinematographic adaptation
The director had the idea of her film when she heard the short story “The Point” by Charles D'Ambrosio,
whose text she quotes at the beginning of the film : « And I'd noticed how, with the summer ending… all
the adults would acquire a sort of desperate, clinging manner, as if this were all going to end forever and
the good times would never be seen again »
“The narrator of “The Point” is a thirteen-year-old boy named Kurt. The story opens a few years after
Kurt’s Vietnam-veteran father commits suicide, an event that pushes Kurt’s mother into alcoholic escapism
in a never-ending string of late-night parties. As Kurt’s
mother and her similarly broken crowd of friends lose
themselves in their hysterical, desperate social lives, Kurt
makes sure that the most seriously sozzled adults make
it home safely every night. Part therapist, part paramedic,
and part nursemaid, he guides his mother’s guests across
their seaside community, The Point, and puts them to
bed with water and aspirin. He becomes a keeper of
stories and secrets as he helps the grownups of the Point
through their most vulnerable moments.
[…]
D’Ambrosio sketches Kurt’s premature coming-of-age story with a close observation filled with empathy
and even humor. As Matthew Klam says, “It’s a huge story. It deals with really big issues. It deals with mid-
life crisis, and adultery, and divorce, and alcoholism, and mental illness, P.T.S.D, suicide, war – and yet it’s a
sort of light-hearted story, and there’s something incredibly perky about the narrator’s attitude. In a way, it
is sort of instructive for me about how to deal with the dark matter in life.” (1)

Films adapting literary work are extremely numerous in the film landscape. Cinema has become the per-
fect media to tell stories and drew from the almost infinite repertoire of already written stories, that is to
say literature. The question of the adaptation is nonetheless thorny, the reading of a text changing with its
reader.
As a matter of fact, the reader reads a text which comes within his knowledge field. He constructs it ac-
cording to this field, making it a unique work belonging to him. Each reader will have a slightly different rea-
ding of a text. The context can alter the message, prevent its reception or even transmission – if the
difference of context is too strong. We find ourselves in a double meaning production situation, in which
the receiver does not simply receive the message, he constructs it, produces it, according to the context,
to the interpretative community he is in. So there always is a part of non-communication which is this part
of appropriation of the text by the receiver. Every text is liable to this reception theory. Each reader reads
a text differently according to his age, sex, nationality and many other variables. Thus the reading of a text
is extremely personal and the adaptation a director or a screenwriter decides to make of a text is bound
to this reception which will necessarily be different from the other readers of the text. 

Now when you talk about an adaptation, the recurring question is : is it a good adaptation ? But what is a
good adaptation considering that each one receives a text differently ? Is it a film that respects every event
related in the text ? That uses the same dialogues ? Tranposes exactly the text or uses it as a scenario ? Or
is it about sensations, feelings, atmosphere ? How to evaluate the accuracy of an adaptation when each rea-
ding but also each viewing changes from a person to another ? 
Daniela Sherer's choice to adapt D'Ambrosio's story has been made as well on the content level (this
young boy who is looking for his way and is trying to understand the adult world that surrounds him) as
on the form level. The intent of the director was not to make a strict adaptation of the text but to succeed
in translating the feeling she had when she heard the story to the viewer of her film “I hope the film sounds
as right to the viewers as the Ambrosio's short story revealed to myself.” Thus the film is kind of an abs-
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tract and disjointed narrative which reflects the feelings of the young man in the story without going into
the details it tells (the absence of dialogue in the film excluding necessarily some of the issues addressed in
the story). 
We can then think about Man Ray's adaptation in 1928 of Robert Desnos' poem L'étoile de mer (2). The
scenario of L'étoile de mer inspires itself from the out loud reading of one of Desnos' poems. After a diner
with the photograph, Desnos recites a poem. Man Ray finds in those sentences the material to a film. After
seeing the film (3), Desnos said: “You should not expect a complex explanation of the director's intentions.
It is not the subject. It is about the precise fact that Man Ray, deliberately triumphing technique, offered the
most flattering and moving image of myself and my dreams.”
Desnos ' poem : http://icketmaster.tumblr.com/post/205547293/letoile-de-mer-robert-desnos 

Man Ray's film: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6TamgrnVL4s 

Rejecting narrative for symbolism 
Daniela Sherer decides to freely adapt D'Ambrosio's story. This way she chooses an abstract and non-nar-
rative approach for her adaptation. The picture alternates between figurative elements representing cha-
racters and objects, restoring the main elements of the story : the child, the parties, the suicide and the gun,
the child's dream (the astronaut) and abstract elements and geometrical forms. The transformation of the
drawings plays with images and associations of ideas: the waves of the see turn into perfume fragrance for
example. 
The film is entirely in black and white. The only color touches are red and used for the cocktail, the end of
the gun and the lipstick of a women, three main representative elements of the issues addressed in the film:
the coming of age and alcoholism with the cocktail which represents both parties and alcohol, suicide with
the gun and sexuality and the first love feelings with the lipstick. Red is simultaneously the color of blood,
passion, danger, love, hate, feelings, fire… The rest of the film is alternately black on white and white on
black, going from a black kid on a white background to a white kid on a black background, blackness co-
ming from within the child, blackness into which he penetrates as if going into the darkness of the night.
This inversion game allows a game concerning the characters with the one of this light-haired young woman
with lipstick, sort of negative version of the child's mother, which attracts the child (raising so the issue of
oedipal complex with the disappeared father and the fantasy about the mother). 
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The score contributes to create an atmosphere, alternating daily life sounds and music, mixing up the sound
of the waves and the hubbub of the party, the squeaking of the swing and the swing music. 
The film, through its absence of dialogue and narrative, plays essentially on the meaning of symbols shown
on screen. Beyond those already mentioned (the color and the objects bound to it), we can notice the
American flag and the war decorations the boy finds in the drawer, hinting to the war and the missing fa-
ther. Finally, the figure of the astronaut, which merges with the child himself, first and last image of the film
which disappears at the end, smashed, as a symbol of the end of childhood and innocence. 

We think in front of this film about two important names of animation film. First Emile Cohl, one of the
pioneers of animation. He made short films in which Fantoche, his main character, a mere ensemble of white
lines, evolves on a black background, interacting with other characters and objects forming new abstract or
figurative images, what Daniela Sherer is doing in The Shirley Temple. 
Then we think about Norman MacLaren who directed several experimental animation films. He was doing
films without camera, scratching or painting directly on the film. Some of his films, fully abstract, show co-
lored geometrical forms transforming and evolving in abstract landscapes. Daniela Sherer does not reach
this degree of abstraction but we can see in her work the influence of this animation form, which relies more
on visual and feeling than narration and storytelling. 

Emile Cohl - Le cauchemar de Fantoche / Un drame chez les fantoches :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gJw0vIsO_no 

Norman MacLaren – Boogie Doodle: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgJ-yOhpYIM 
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Society and citizenship stakes

Coming of age
• The end of childhood, being a teenager
• Fantasies and children's dreams faced with reality

Family
• The relationship to the parents
• The loss or the absence of the father

Illnesses and damages
• Alcoholism
• Suicide
•War
• and how it affects the victims' relatives, social life, relationships to others. 
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To go further
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